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executive
SUMMARY

The Jandris Center for Innovative Higher Education 
in the University of Minnesota’s College of Education 
and Human Development (CEHD), the Midwestern 
Higher Education Compact (MHEC), and the 
University of Minnesota’s College of Design (CDes) 
are collaborating in a HigherEd Redesign Initiative to 
transform higher education to better meet the needs 
of citizens, states, and society. The project is informed 
by “design thinking for social innovation,” wherein 
design principles and tools are used to address 
complex problems by engaging users of products 
or services to improve their utility, functionality, and 
accessibility. In higher education, students and 
families would likely be defined as primary users; 
college and university faculty and administrators might 
be considered secondary users while policymakers, 
employers, and members of the broader community 
might be considered tertiary users.

 The Higher Ed Initiative intends to take two directions 
– one, informing a leadership program for higher 
education administration and two, creating a platform 
for conversation and action on higher education 
innovation in the Midwest. The purpose of the October 
11th workshop was to host a kick-off event to identify 
interest and prototype design action with local 
participants.

Workshop participants came from a broad array 
of backgrounds and included faculty, graduate 
students, administrators, designers, educators and 
policymakers. While many were affiliated with the 
University of Minnesota, private colleges, other 
state institutions and private industry were also 
represented. This diversity of participants contributed 
to the fruitfulness of dialogue and idea generation.

The Workshop involved applying design thinking 
process to design challenges. Participants worked on 
the challenges and proposed solution ideas and built 
prototypes, and then presented these ideas to the 
larger group.

The Hi-Ed Initiative team and Advisors learned a 
lot from the October 11th workshop. The results of 
the workshop are informing the development of a 
year-long pilot program around design thinking for 
higher education. Please contact us if you have any 
questions.
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THE HIGHER ED 
REDESIGN INITIATIVE
 design thinking for higher education innovation

In his January 2012 State of the Union Address, President 
Barack Obama suggested that college and universities must 
be more nimble and cost effective in preparing a diverse, 
knowledge-driven society for work and civic participation. 
The president’s remarks echo the sentiments of many others 
who have asserted that transformational change is necessary 
in the United States to ensure high quality, accessible, and 
affordable higher education for future generations. 

Employing Design Thinking to Create the 
Future of Higher Education in the U.S.

In this spirit, the Jandris Center for Innovative Higher 
Education in the University of Minnesota’s College of 
Education and Human Development (CEHD), the Midwestern 
Higher Education Compact (MHEC), and the University of 
Minnesota’s College of Design (CDes) are collaborating in a 
HigherEd Redesign Initiative to transform higher education 
to better meet the needs of citizens, states, and society. The 
project is informed by “design thinking for social innovation,” 
wherein design principles and tools are used to address 
complex problems by engaging users of products or services 
to improve their utility, functionality, and accessibility. In 
higher education, students and families would likely be 
defined as primary users; college and university faculty and 
administrators might be considered secondary users while 
policymakers, employers, and members of the broader 
community might be considered tertiary users.

This project is inspired by the Associates Program that was 
convened by the National Center for Public Policy and Higher 
Education between 2000 and 2011. The “Design Associates” 
will be selected from emerging and established leaders 
across public and private sectors including policymakers, 
researchers, designers, instructors, artists, policy analysts, 
business leaders, foundation officers, and advocates, with 
the goal of facilitating transformational change in higher 
education.

The Program

The signature feature of the program is a “design challenge” 
that cohorts will address during a 12-month commitment. 
Advisors will help develop design challenges, which may 
focus on specific aspects of the user experience such as 
readiness/preparation, affordability, or completion; specific 
user populations or sub-groups such as students of color, 
English language learners, or first-generation students; or 
certain place-based, temporal, or situational challenges, 
such as displaced workers, returning veterans, or children 
of migrant workers. Each summer, cohorts will engage with 
participants and invited guests at the State Higher Education 
Executive Officers (SHEEO) annual meeting to discuss and 
critique prototypes emanating from the year-long design 
process. 

Intended Outcomes

Development of innovative strategies to address 
persistent problems in higher education: new 
prototypes for experimentation and testing in state-
wide contexts

A national shift to position students and families as the 
salient stakeholders in redesigning a system of higher 
education in the U.S.

Cultural change in challenging higher education 
leaders and policymakers to think creatively about 
persistent problems in higher education from a user’s 
perspective

Expanded toolbox: Associates and users will learn 
the design process that they can incorporate into their 
own institutions/systems

Opportunities for engaged research, teaching and 
practice around design thinking in higher education
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workshop
PURPOSE 

The Higher Ed Initiative intends to take two directions 
– one, informing a leadership program for higher 
education administration and two, creating a platform 
for conversation and action on higher education 
innovation in the Midwest. The purpose of the 
October 11th workshop was to host a kick-off event 
to identify interest and prototype design action with 
local participants.

Workshop participants came from a broad array 
of backgrounds and included faculty, graduate 
students, administrators, designers, educators and 
policymakers. While many were affiliated with the 
University of Minnesota, private colleges, other 
state institutions and the corporate sector were also 
represented. This diversity of participants contributed 
to fruitful dialogue and idea generation.
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workshop
SCHEDULE
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8:00 AM - 8:30 AM

8:30 AM - 9:15 AM

9:05 AM - 9:15AM
9:15 AM - 12:00 PM

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM - 1:50 PM

1:50 PM - 2:15 PM
2:15 PM - 2:30PM

PROGRAM SCHEDULE    

REGISTRATION

DESIGN CHALLENGE

WELCOME

LUNCH

DESIGN CHALLENGE TEAM 
PRESENTATION

REFLECTION IN TEAMS
STICKY NOTE ACTIVITY
WRAP UP + CLOSING REMARKS

8A

9A

10A

11A

12P

1P

2P

3P

WHEN: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2012

WHERE: McNamara Alumni Center, Memorial 
Hall, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 
Campus

ICEBREAKER



workshop
GLIMPSES

talking/ ideating/ drawing
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workshop
GLIMPSES

creating/ prototyping/ presenting
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burning
QUESTIONS

At the beginning of the workshop participants 
were asked:

What is your burning question about 
redesigning higher education?

• What are college student’s unmet needs + what are the 
creative ways we can address the needs

• Do I have the freedom to try new ideas that might fail?

• How can I find time to think about innovations?

• Can redesign overcome barriers of cultural structure?

• What are we educating for? Very little idea of future

• Why higher education in fast change environments? Too 
slow!

• How can philanthropies help move all access + success 
in hied?

• The issue of the reform + redesign had been discussed 
for years- why hasn’t it happened?

• Integrate diversity into primary + secondary education

• Connecting + introducing young students to the design 
process that will eventually be essential in their career

• How can higher education be more accommodating for 
interdisciplinary interests?
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burning
QUESTIONS

• Can the pursuit of wisdom be re-introduced into higher 
education?

• How can the US improve to continue to produce creative 
entrepreneurial citizens?

• Can we network our knowledge and coursework across 
our institution?

• How do I inspire and empower self-directed lifelong 
learners?

• How can we make HE more accessible for underserved 
populations?

• How do we move from an institutional/ system focus to a 
student individual focus?

• How do we create partnerships between workforce and 
higher ed beyond just indenting a problem?

• How to create convergence that fuses all the culturally 
creativity while supporting the mergence of new cultural 
norms?

• How can we recognize and value learning that takes 
place through self-directed means, such as free, open, 
online courses?

• What is the main problem area?

• How might the university press help address it?

• How to expand and connect health professional learners 
( in all stages of education path/ career) to foster inter-
professional collaborations

• What’s more important? process or outcome reality? Is 
one better?

• How do you get the traditional status quo structure of 
higher education to move from its comfort level into the 
unknown realm of change and exploration?

• “Barrier Buster idea” How might we engage in global 
“conversations for possibilities” with other HiEd people 
on a routine basis? (Global Partners in HiEd)

• What will the role of faculty be as info is readily 
available?

• How do you reprogram your creative mind?

• To ensure students have access to post-secondary 
success, how far down in K-12 ED do we need to go? – 
Where do we start?

• How do we simultaneously provide a common 
knowledge, needed to perpetuate our democracy and 
tailor it to meet students individual needs?

• How would society be different if Higher Ed was free or 
very cheap?

• How can we transform the broken economics model that 
currently drives HiEd?

• How do we better prepare students for workforce needs?

• How can we effectively change large systems such as 
funding?

• How will we measure student experience?

• What role will technology play in the redesign of higher 
ed?

• Can it be done? Can we let go of the practices/ policies 
that plays HiEd and … student success?

• How do we engage and evolve with the digital landscape 
without deconstructing higher education as we know it?

• What is the role of physical space in the digital future of 
education?

• How do you get broad based buy-in motivation resources 
and implementation for true redesign?

• How can liberal arts and design contribute to 21st 
century higher ed (in the context of emphasis on STEMP

• How to get students to overcome fear of failure?

• How might we cost effectively equip students to be 
creators and analysts?
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burning
QUESTIONS

• How can large institutions adapt quickly and 
appropriately in incorporating design thinking?

• How can we change the reward and delivery structure 
of higher ed to make the learning process more 
constructivist and reward learning centered institutions?

• How do you teach critical thinking to a student who is 
used to a multi choice test?

• What does it look like to really prepare people to be 
active, satisfied, effective people in their lifelong journey 
of work and career?

• How can we transform higher ed to engage all people to 
transform society?

• How do we engage young people in creating a more 
attractive, honest, and equitable path to education?

• How do we adequately provide efficient and effective 
support to the changing academic mission? Space, 
policies, tech, $$

• Engaging those who do not want to be engaged

• How do we balance preparing students for work with 
providing a comprehensive education?

• How do we engage people in the redesign effort? How 
do we communicate the importance?

• Divide between immigrants/ less advantaged priviledged

• How can higher education institutions integrate 
experiential learning towards critical thinking: social 
justice?

• How might we empower students/ graduates to be 
venture leaders in the world?

• What is the effective way in redesigning higher 
education? How will it deal with diversity?

• How do we integrate mobile technology to meet student 
needs?

• Helping to bring out the best ideas and courses to a 
larger population.

• Do those in government understand that change is 
needed and that how it funds public higher education 
needs to change?

• How does the future of higher education relate to the 
reality of today’s workforce (economy, global thinking, 
and collaborative leadership)

• What happens after we attempt to redesign higher 
education? What can we strive for next?

• Are we trying to create workers or citizens?

• Why do we insist on trying to be all things? Can we focus 
on what we do best + let others do the same?

• Where are the students in this conversation?

• How can our coursework + programs be more relevant 
for the changing workforce, etc?

• Technology, environment and other things are constantly 
changing. Higher Ed now is much different than the past. 
What directions will the higher ed of the future goes? 
How can we adapt?
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successful
IF...

At the beginning of the workshop participants 
were asked to share:

This day will have been successful if…

• I came away with a strong understanding of design 
principles in a way that allows me to apply those 
principles across disciplines

• If I feel renewed about the future of higher ed

• We can think of how we link the U of M;s many efforts on 
work done on grand challenge

• I learn more about design thinking and being able to 
apply it to issues in HiEd

• I learn something new and pertinent about change in 
direction of education futures

• I have a greater understanding of how Design Thinking 
can be applied in Science and Engineering

• I learn Design Thinking skills that I can in turn teach 
others

• Using design theory and practice in museum education 
moving/ evolving from cultural traditions

• We leave engineers and enthusiastic about being a part 
of the future and future changes in higher education

• There is some action – follow-through, ideas enacted, 
experiments created

• I can find one new thing to use in my work

• I get ideas for concrete redesign that I can apply in my 
job and research

• There is one tangible idea we can implement in our 
college

• Connections are made and there is a sense of a path

• I leave with approaches/ processes for facilitating these 
types of conversations within a system/ institution

• I get to put post-its on a wall

• I am provoked to learn more

• I get a better idea of how to work with educators in local 
school districts using design thinking

• If our key influences and potential supporters see this 
initiative as worthy of their continued involvement

• I have made long-term connections that result in positive 
transformative change that goes beyond this single event

• If I can take something useful back to the studio

• If I learn more about need and challenges of other 
parties

• I experience new design thinking tools that I can use in 
my day to day work

• I learned the insight knowledge from those who are 
working in higher ed. ( I am an undergrad student 
interested in higher ed)

• I have a better understanding on how I personally impact 
the redesign of higher education as well as contributing 
to the future of higher education

• What are we willing to commercialize? Can, should, or 
how do we engage the marketplace?

• I came out of the room with more questions than when I 
entered

• I found some new potential partners for teaching and 
learning

• This truly is the first of many such opportunities for our 
community to use design thinking for change

• I have some ideas to implement into my own classroom

• Design thinking inspires new ways of not only talking but 
also taking actions to improve higher education

• There is an obvious buzz of energy in the room and the 
hope that ideas will move forward
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successful
IF...

• If ideas generated today are actually followed through by 
those who are in a position of power

• I get at least one key academic takeaway and one key 
professional takeaway

• Develop understanding and confidence in design 
thinking as a tool to transform higher ed

• I have some idea to implement into my own classroom

• There is hope that higher education can change and 
improve for future generation

• Process generates some great ideas + creates some 
converts to approaching big problems differently

• I have a better understanding of how to apply design 
thinking in my work with younger students

• I understand better the benefits of design thinking

• Actually learn something new and helpful to my class

• I have a better idea of what’s missing

• Learn few ideas that I can begin to implement that were 
outside my thoughts

• Something genuinely innovative comes of it

• I leave with one new idea or insight to share somewhere 
in my work world

• If I deepen my skills in design thinking and contribute 
new ideas to the redesign of higher education

• The many ideas from today’s workshop come together 
with synergy, leading to new discussions, new ideas and 
a path towards their solution

• I walk away with one more piece in place to how I will 
impact education now and further future

• New ideas and partnerships are developed that can 
create creative synergies

• It results in more days with more people committed to 
the redesign of higher education

• I can put at least 1 to 2 new ideas into practice

• I hear one idea I haven’t heard

• I actually learn something new and helpful to my class

• I have a new way of thinking about tackling issues in my 
professional and academic worlds

• I have a beginning idea of how to design a learning 
framework for all AHC students

• Each participant is able to communicate the importance 
of design thinking and higher education and take the 
message back to colleagues and units

• I find an opportunity for direct application and a way to 
communicate the process rationale

• I leave with a greater understanding of design thinking 
and how I can apply it to organization development for 
educational institutions

• I leave with understanding of the process and 
applicability of design thinking

• Collaborations are made

• I learn and internalize something new about design 
thinking

• I can think of ways to implement change quickly and if I 
can adopt think big, start small, move fast
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design challenge 1 
PROTOTYPE

INTRODUCTION

The four design challenges were framed to give a specific 
focus for the design teams to solve. They covered different 
aspects/needs facing higher education. The challenges in 
brief were:

Design Challenge 1

Create a $10,000 bachelor’s degree for Maria 
Given the crisis in higher education affordability 
for more and more families, a national foundation 
recently challenged higher education leaders 
to develop a bachelor’s degree that will cost 
students no more than $10,000 in tuition and 
fees (in total for the program). This would greatly 
help students like Maria, a young “dreamer” 
whose immigration status makes her ineligible for 

federal financial aid. Faculty and administrative 
staff in higher education institutions recognize 
families are looking more and more at lower cost 
options, that reducing costs is critical to ensuring 
that our diversifying young population has same 
opportunities for success as past generations. We 
also need to ensure that the U.S. has the talented 
and creative workforce it needs to successfully 
compete in the global economy 

Your task: Design a $10,000 bachelor’s degree 
program for Maria for delivery by Fall 2013.
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design challenge 1 
PROTOTYPE
Create a $10,000 bachelor’s degree for Maria 
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design challenge 2 
PROTOTYPE

Design Challenge 2

Enable President Kramer to transform his 
institution
President Kramer seeks to reduce costs by 
optimizing the amount of classroom and building 
space that is used at his institution for teaching. 
He has pledged the resulting savings to increase 
quality, add new faculty and staff hires a shift from 
the shrinking numbers of the last few years as well 
as invest in new technology. He has challenged 
his faculty and staff to ensure that no more than 
50% of instruction for the bachelor’s degree is 
conducted in a face-to-face format, including 
exploring the option of a summer semester.

Your task: Design a plan which President 
Kramer might implement his goal by Fall 2013 
while hearing and engaging faculty, staff and 
students in the process.
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design challenge 2 
PROTOTYPE
Enable President Kramer to transform his institution
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design challenge 3 
PROTOTYPE

Design Challenge 3

Help Kaia make her experience and prior 
learning count towards her future. 
Kaia (like many others in similar situations) is 
returning to college after a 15-year career in 
sales and marketing for a realty firm and for 
an insurance company. She has completed 
numerous training programs and industry 
certifications but has been told that without 
a bachelor’s degree she cannot expect to be 
promoted any further in her current organization. 
She is anxious about going back to school and 
is convinced that any business degree program 
will simply cover what she already knows and has 
mastered in the field. She would like to receive 
credit for the knowledge she has already gained in 
the field and take new courses only in areas she 
needs to learn about. She is also worried about 
cost, given that she is supporting three children 
and a mother with health issues. Administration 
and faculty in higher education institutions 
recognize that they need to address Kaia’s 
situation but aren’t sure about how to proceed. 

Your task: Design a process by which Kaia 
and others similar to her could have their 
prior learning and professional experience 
recognized and contribute to achieving their 
bachelor’s degree, to be implemented by 2013.  
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design challenge 3 
PROTOTYPE
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Help Kaia make her experience count towards her future 
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design challenge 4 
PROTOTYPE

Design Challenge 4

Help Hahn get across the finish line to 
success with a hybrid education
Hahn, a high school sophomore, has big plans in 
life and knows what he wants such as becoming a 
social entrepreneur and starting his own business. 
He has taken several MOOCs (Massive Online 
Open Courses) but wants to combine that learning 
with courses at a university and have that add up 
to a degree.  In order to get a jump-start on his 
professional career he is determined to finish his 
bachelor’s degree in three years or sooner. Hahn 
is committed to helping others similar to him reach 
their goals. Faculty and administration in higher 
education know that they need to figure this out 
and are looking for creative solutions.

Your task: Design a system, operational by 
Fall 2013, that enables Hahn to integrate his 
learning on open platform courses and earn 
his degree in 3 years or less.
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design challenge 4 
PROTOTYPE
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Help Hahn succeed with a hybrid education
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conclusion
NEXT STEPS

Hi-Ed Initiative Team

David Weerts 

Associate Professor and Director

Jandris Center for Innovative Higher Education

College of Education and Human Development, 
University of Minnesota

dweerts@umn.edu

Chris Rasmussen

Vice President for Research and Policy Analysis

Midwestern Higher Education Compact (MHEC)

chrisr@mhec.org 

Virajita Singh

Senior Research Fellow/Adjunct Assistant Professor

College of Design, University of Minnesota

singh023@umn.edu

Nichole Sorenson

Graduate Assistant

Jandris Center for Innovative Higher Education

University of Minnesota   

soren604@umn.edu

  

Kamana Dhakhwa

Graduate Research Assistant

College of Design, University of Minnesota

dhakh002@umn.edu

Leah Reinert

Research Assistant

Midwestern Higher Education Compact (MHEC)

leahr@mhec.org

The Hi-Ed Initiative team and Advisors have learned 
a lot from the October 11th workshop. The results 
of the workshop are informing the design of the 
Associates program that will be launched along with 
another design thinking based event in Fall 2013. 
Please contact us if you have any questions.
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